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Abstract

The human gastrointestinal tract is home to an incredibly dense population
of microbes. These microbes employ unique strategies to capture energy in
this largely anaerobic environment. In the process of breaking down dietary-
and host-derived substrates, the gut microbiota produce a broad range of
metabolic products that accumulate to high levels in the gut. Increasingly,
studies are revealing that these chemicals impact host biology, either by
acting on cells within the gastrointestinal tract or entering circulation and
exerting their effects at distal sites within the body. Given the high level
of functional diversity in the gut microbiome and the varied diets that we
consume, the repertoire of microbiota-derived molecules within our bodies
varies dramatically across individuals. Thus, the microbes in our gut and
the metabolic end products they produce represent a phenotypic lever that
we can potentially control to develop new therapeutics for personalized
medicine. Here, we review current understanding of how microbes in
the gastrointestinal tract contribute to the molecules within our gut and
those that circulate within our bodies. We also highlight examples of how
these molecules affect host physiology and discuss potential strategies for
controlling their production to promote human health and to treat disease.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, our conventionally held view of microbes as pathogens has fundamentally
changed. We now appreciate that the enormous population of microbes colonizing our intestine
is critical to many aspects of normal human physiology. One of the most important ways bacteria
influence our biology is through the production of small molecules that accumulate in our gut
and circulate throughout our body. Although it has been known for more than 100 years that
microbial metabolites circulate in our body (1), only recently have host–microbe metabolic
interactions garnered broad interest from the scientific community. Driven by advances in mass
spectrometry, the burgeoning field of metabolomics has begun to uncover the broad impact mi-
crobes have on the human metabolome.Numerous studies have shown that microbial metabolites
engage specific host receptors and activate downstream signaling cascades that ultimately change
cellular physiology. In addition to acting locally on cells in the intestine, where they modulate
barrier function and immune activation, they are also absorbed into the circulation and impact
cellular processes throughout the body.

The repertoire of endogenous (host-derived) circulating metabolites is held fairly constant
across individuals, reflecting tight homeostatic control of biochemical pathways for production,
recycling, and elimination. In contrast, the levels of microbiota-derived molecules vary widely
across individuals (Figure 1). For example, indolepropionic acid is undetectable in 25% of
healthy individuals, and in the remaining 75%, its plasma levels vary by nearly three orders of
magnitude. This variation mirrors the phenotypic variation seen in the microbiome and empha-
sizes the personalized nature of our gut microbial communities. Due to the relative plasticity
of the microbiome, altering the species composition in the gut has the potential to control the
production of these drug-like molecules. To achieve this goal, we first need to understand (a) the
factors that influence nutrient availability to the gut microbiome, (b) the biochemical and genetic
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Figure 1

Metabolomics analysis of small molecules from the plasma of 100 healthy blood donors. Figure from
unpublished data from the Stanford Microbiome-ChEM-H collaborative.
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factors that dictate microbial metabolism in the gut, and (c) the mechanisms for host metabolism
and elimination of microbiota-derived metabolites.

In this review, we first present a brief introduction to the human metabolome, focusing on the
chemical signatures of human health and disease.We then summarize our current understanding
of the contribution made by gut microbes to the human metabolome, with an emphasis on the
functional organization of the human gastrointestinal tract (GIT) and pathways for anaerobic
metabolism. Finally, we describe the impact that microbial metabolites have on human physiology
and disease and describe microbiome interventions that will likely become an integral part of
medicine in the future.

2. THE HUMAN METABOLOME IN HEALTH AND DISEASE

2.1. Molecules in Human Blood

Human blood can be divided into two parts: (a) a cellular component that includes erythrocytes,
leukocytes, and platelets; and (b) an aqueous component, known as plasma. Plasma serves as the
conduit through which small molecules travel between organs in the body. It provides a sampling
of normal human metabolism and can serve as a marker for cellular or organ dysfunction. In addi-
tion to small molecules, plasma also contains clotting factors and fibrinogen, which are preserved
if blood is collected in the presence of an anticoagulant. In contrast, serum is the liquid component
of blood that remains following activation of the clotting cascade. Apart from clear differences in
the levels of clotting factors and fibrinogen, the complement of small molecules present in plasma
and serum is largely indistinguishable.

As of March 2018, the Human Metabolome Database (HMDB) estimated that ∼4,600 named
compounds had been detected in human serum (2). These compounds represent more than 50
distinct chemical classes, with phospholipids and glycerolipids comprising roughly 75% of the
individual metabolites. Excluding these two compound classes, the HMDB lists just more than
1,000 compounds in human serum. Notable chemical classes include hydroxyl acids, aromatic
acids, fatty acids, amino acids, steroids and steroid derivatives, biogenic amines, alcohols, and
polyols. Armed with the relatively comprehensive catalog of metabolites identified in serum, we
can ask what this catalog reveals about human physiology and disease.

2.2. Chemical Signatures of Human Health and Disease

Metabolomics was first adopted for clinical diagnosis by biochemical geneticists seeking to iden-
tify metabolic biomarkers for inborn errors of metabolism (IEM). IEMs arise from mutations in
genes that encode enzymes involved in specific biochemical pathways. Metabolic blockade of en-
dogenous pathways often results in aberrant patterns of molecules upstream of the block in the
pathway, which can be detected in blood, cerebrospinal fluid, or urine. Since the late 1970s, gas
chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) technologies have been used to identify metabo-
lite patterns that are diagnostic of a particular biochemical genetic disease (3–8). Examples of
diseases diagnosed by GC-MS analysis of human urine organic acids include propionic acidemia,
methylmalonic acidemia,maple syrup urine disease, and isovaleric acidemia (9).Thismethodology
continues to be the gold standard for the confirmatory diagnosis of many IEMs.

Additional diagnostic modalities employed in the diagnosis of IEMs include the analysis of
amino acids and acylcarnitines in plasma. Acylcarnitine profiles in plasma provide a readout
of mitochondrial function, with mutations in fatty acid oxidation blocking certain fatty acid
metabolic pathways and resulting in characteristic patterns of elevated acylcarnitine species.
Examples of these disorders include medium-chain acyl-coenzyme A (CoA) deficiency, carnitine
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palmitoyltransferase I deficiency, and carnitine–acylcarnitine translocase deficiency (10). Mu-
tations in genes involved in amino acid metabolism lead to aberrancies in plasma amino acid
levels. Disorders for which patterns of plasma amino acids are relevant to diagnosis include
phenylketonuria, tyrosinemia, alkaptonuria, and maple syrup urine disease (11).

For as long as biochemical geneticists have been using GC-MS to detect abnormal metabolic
patterns in urine, they have observed exogenous molecules arising from bacterial metabolism in
the gut. In some cases, these compounds are so abundant that they mask diagnostic peaks and
complicate the analysis of patients’ samples (12).Owing to a lack of understanding of the potential
roles of these high-abundance microbial metabolites in human health and disease, these chemicals
have been largely ignored.

3. THE HUMAN MICROBIOME

3.1. Composition and Function of the Human Microbiome

The humanGIT is colonized with microbes along its entire length, from the oral cavity to the rec-
tum.The vast majority of these microbes reside in the large intestine, with significant populations
in both the distal ileum and the oral cavity (Table 1). They are predominately bacteria, although

Table 1 Microbial density across sites in the gastrointestinal tracta

Structure Substructure Volume (L)
Surface area

(m2)
Retention
time (h)

Microbial
density (number
of bacteria/mL) References

Oral cavity
Saliva, buccal

mucosa
(0.871 to 1.19) ×

10−3
1 × 109 151,b 152e

Tongue 29.5 × 10−4 153c

Dental plaque (0 to 1) × 10−3 42.94 × 10−4 1 × 1011 151,b 154,c 152e

Stomach 0.25 to 0.9 0.053 1 to 4 103 to 104 14,b,e 155,d

156,c,d

Small
intestine

200 3 to 4 Varies
geographically

156c,d

Duodenum 103 to 104 14e

Jejunum 103 to 104 14e

Ileum 0.4 108 14b,e

Large
intestine

0.4 to 0.6 0.35 25 to 40 0.9 × 1011 14,b,d,e 156,c

159c

Cecum 0.006 157,b 158c

Ascending colon 0.203 0.024 157,b 158c

Transverse colon 0.198 0.051 157,b 158c

Descending
colon

0.16 0.019 157,b 158c

Sigmoid rectum 0.02 157,b 158c

aData are approximations based on labeling studies (volume, surface area, retention time) and culture-based enumeration methods (microbial density).
Empty cells indicate that no data were found or that it would be inappropriate to extrapolate beyond known data.
bReference refers to volume.
cRefers to surface area.
dRefers to retention time.
eRefers to microbial density.
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archaea may represent a sizable (>10%) fraction of the colonic population in some individuals
(13). Fungi and other eukaryotes likely represent a much smaller proportion, while viruses and
phages are as abundant as bacteria, but their metabolic output is likely much lower (14). Here, we
focus on the bacteria of the large intestine (and refer to them as the microbiome) because of their
dominant mass and metabolism, although we caution that abundance has not been established as
a proxy for importance in host–microbe interactions.

The healthy adult intestine is one of the most diverse microbial ecosystems known, with stud-
ies reporting from hundreds to thousands of species. Estimates of the abundance of different tax-
onomic groups of microbes (e.g., phyla) vary widely by population, diet, and technical factors
(e.g., DNA extraction procedure) (15, 16). Because of this environmental and technical variabil-
ity, assigning mean proportions to any bacterial group can be misleading. With this in mind, it is
generally accepted that Bacteroidetes (abundant genera: Bacteroides, Parabacteroides, Alistipes, and
Prevotella) and Firmicutes (abundant genera: Eubacterium,Clostridium, and Ruminococcus) comprise
roughly 90% of the microbiome of the large intestine, with the balance composed of members
of Actinobacteria (abundant genera: Collinsella and Bifidobacterium) and Proteobacteria (abundant
genera: Escherichia) (17–21).With respect to nontaxonomic groupings, it is harder to evaluate what
an average GIT microbiome looks like. Using gene content (frequently in metagenomic analyses)
to assess microbiome composition is a popular alternative to taxonomic approaches, but comes
with its own caveats (18, 19). Most importantly, the definition of sameness (or cluster inclusion)
for arbitrary genes is much less well understood than for taxonomic marker genes, making group-
ings based on gene content frequently either overbroad or too specific (22).

An important reemerging method of classifying microbes (and, consequently, the collective be-
havior of microbiomes) is functional. The functional approach links microbes to phenotypic traits
(e.g., colony morphology),molecular or chemical output (e.g., butyrate production), or immediate
consequences to the host (e.g., immunostimulatory effects). In the clinical setting, the functional
classification paradigm has always been important because it helps determine treatment decisions
for microbial infections (23). For example, bacteria producing a β-lactamase require different an-
tibiotic treatment than those that are β-lactamase negative. Similarly, the definition of new bacte-
rial species has frequently used a polyphasic approach that delineates species on the basis of genetic
and biochemical distinctness (23). Even though there are numerical approaches to creating phe-
notypic and molecular taxonomies from polyphasic data, they have not been favored in the study
of the microbiome. Recent microbiome work has been dominated by 16S ribosomal RNA gene
surveys (and, more recently, metagenomic surveys), as discussed above. While these are powerful
techniques, they cannot engender a molecular taxonomy because they do not assay phenotypic
or biochemical behavior: They must infer the biochemical behavior from host or environmental
covariates.

Because of this recent focus, the functional consequences of any nonpathogenic microbe
or particular microbiome composition are not well understood. However, some broad patterns
have emerged. First, the GIT microbiome plays an important role in host immune homeostasis
throughout life (24). In addition to direct immune signaling, data suggest that microbes alter the
barrier function of the intestine. Barrier integrity influences the rate at which metabolites and
bacteria enter privileged host spaces (e.g., the bloodstream, epithelial tissue) and, thus, strongly
influences host response (25–27). Second, most GIT microbiomes appear to share a core set of
metabolic activities, most notably the degradation of complex polysaccharides, fermentation of
amino acids, and production of short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) (28, 29). Some of the main sources
of food for colonic microbes are resistant starch, nonstarch polysaccharides, host glycans, and
dietary protein. The fermentation of starches and nonstarch polysaccharides likely occurs first,
predominantly in the cecum and ascending colon. Dietary protein and amino acid fermentation
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occur after starch exhaustion, mostly in the descending colon (30). Host mucus likely plays a crit-
ical role in maintaining a carbohydrate source for microbes during times of starvation or reduced
intake of complex polysaccharides (31, 32). SCFAs are exclusively produced by bacteria, and their
concentrations can exceed 100 mM in the gut, making them some of the most relevant molecules
to host–microbe interactions (30, 33). Two of the best-studied and most important functions of
SCFAs are their roles as energy sources for colonocytes and capacity to modulate immune state
and barrier function (34).

The time variance of microbiome composition with respect to each method of classification
(i.e., taxonomic,metagenomic, or functional) is an important focus of ongoing research. Published
data measures temporal variation of the microbiome primarily through taxonomic and metage-
nomic markers. In these measures, the microbiome varies daily, likely reflecting gut environment
differences due to both host and bacterial activity (35, 36). This variance is usually small, with
the core set of microbes that comprises most of the mass of the community remaining stable and
with low-abundance members appearing or disappearing transiently (37). Substantial changes in
the gut environment (e.g., caused by antibiotic usage, inflammatory illness, weight change, or di-
etary change) can significantly alter the microbiome, producing either a transient perturbed state
that relaxes to the previous composition or a new stable composition (35, 38). The factors that
produce the bacterial composition of any particular gut are extremely complex and poorly under-
stood. At a high level, diversity is positively correlated with a healthy diet, dietary fiber intake,
age, and general good health, and it is negatively correlated with inflammation, dietary intake of
simple carbohydrates, and antibiotic use (16, 39–42). Evidence suggests that both dietary pro-
tein and microbially accessible carbohydrates strongly influence the composition of the micro-
biome. Using gnotobiotic mice fed isocaloric diets with different macronutrient contents, Faith
et al. (43) determined that the strongest predictor of change from baseline microbial composi-
tion was protein content. In humans, these results have been somewhat recapitulated. Omnivores
who switched to meat-rich diets experienced substantially larger alterations to their microbiome
than those who switched to plant-rich diets (44). In contrast, studies in mice with transplanted
human microbial communities suggest that microbially accessible carbohydrates are essential to
maintain diversity over generations (39). Controlled feeding experiments in humans have isolated
specific high-abundance polysaccharides—notably resistant starch—that are sufficient (necessity
is unclear) to alter the abundances of specific high-abundance microbes (45). In total, we do not
yet understand the function that maps host and environmental inputs to microbial composition,
but we know dietary flux must play a key role.

3.2. Metabolism in an Anaerobic World

The lumen of the distal gastrointestinal tract is deeply anaerobic (46, 47), and metabolic path-
ways in gut bacteria are different from human metabolism. Indeed, many of these anaerobic pro-
cesses are ancient, having roots in the origins of life (48, 49). In aerobic environments, molecu-
lar oxygen serves as a high-redox-potential electron acceptor, enabling efficient energy capture
during substrate oxidation. For example, the complete oxidation of glucose in the presence of
oxygen has a Gibbs free energy change of −2,870 kJ/mol, and cells typically capture around
30 ATPmolecules/mol of glucose. In the anaerobic environment of the gut, microbes use alterna-
tive electron acceptors (i.e., nitrate, sulfate, fumarate, trimethylamine-N-oxide, and other organic
molecules) to drive energy-forming reactions (50–54). Anaerobic redox reactions involving these
alternative electron acceptors operatemuch nearer to the thermodynamic limit, and, consequently,
anaerobic microbes harvest less energy from growth substrates compared with their aerobic
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counterparts (typically 2–3 mol ATP molecules/mol of glucose). Gastrointestinal communities
are characterized by diverse pathways for energy capture and involve complex syntrophic interac-
tions among phylogenetically diverse microbial members (54, 55). Below, we detail two examples
of anaerobic metabolism that are relevant to the production of high-abundance metabolites in the
gut.

Butyrate is an SCFA produced by certain genera of human gut bacteria (56–58). An important
reason why bacteria make butyrate is to maintain the redox state inside the cell, using butyrate as
an electron sink. But these organisms can also generate energy from butyrate-producing pathways.
Four unique pathways have been described for butyrate production by gut bacteria, involving
the metabolism of pyruvate, glutarate, 4-aminobutyrate, and lysine (59, 60). These pathways
converge on a single enzymatic step involving the reduction of crotonyl-CoA to butyryl-CoA
by an electron-bifurcating butyryl-CoA dehydrogenase that couples reductive metabolism to
the generation of a proton motive force (e.g., anaerobic respiration) (61–63). Additionally, many
organisms capture energy during butyrate fermentation from substrate-level phosphorylation
using butyrate kinase. Thus, the anaerobic production of butyrate by gut bacteria helps maintain
redox balance, and it also contributes to energy stores within the cells. Butyrate is not typically
degraded under anaerobic conditions in the gut due to unfavorable thermodynamics that would
require slower gut transit times. However, in the oxygenated tissue of the gut, butyrate is rapidly
metabolized via β-oxidation and serves as the preferred energy source for the epithelial cells lining
the distal GIT (64). This intriguing metabolic hand off between microbe and host illustrates
the dichotomy between anaerobic and aerobic metabolic strategies. It also typifies many of the
metabolic interactions between gut bacteria and the host, in which a large number of reduced
end products of anaerobic metabolism serve as a source of energy for aerobic metabolism in the
host.

Syntrophy is a situation in which by combining metabolic functions, two or more organisms
carry out a metabolic function that neither could achieve on its own (65, 66). A classic example of
this is the situation of the purported organismMethanobacterium omelianskii. Originally isolated
by Barker (67) from an enrichment culture of marine mud, the organism catalyzed the oxidation
of ethanol to acetate and the conversion of carbon dioxide to methane (67). Following the de-
velopment of improved anaerobic culture techniques, Bryant and colleagues (68) found that this
organism was in fact a coculture of two distinct organisms: a bacterium metabolizing ethanol to
acetate and hydrogen and a methanogen that consumed hydrogen and converted carbon dioxide
into methane. Hydrogen inhibited the growth of the fermentative bacterium, and by consum-
ing the hydrogen, the methanogen kept the partial pressure of hydrogen low enough to enable
the growth of the bacterium. Also known as interspecies hydrogen transfer (69), this mechanism
for metabolic cross-feeding across microbes in the human gut is a critical aspect of the normally
functioning gut microbial ecosystem (54, 55). In the gut, hydrogenotrophic organisms—such as
sulfate-reducing bacteria, acetogens, and methanogens—consume hydrogen, keeping the hydro-
gen partial pressure low in most individuals, despite an estimated production from carbohydrate
metabolism in a typical diet of nearly 14 L (54). Most of the hydrogen is converted to methane,
acetate, or hydrogen sulfide by hydrogenotrophic microbes, which are absorbed and either detox-
ified (e.g., hydrogen sulfide),metabolized peripherally (e.g., acetate), or exhaled in the breath (e.g.,
methane). Through interspecies hydrogen transfer, hydrogenotrophic microbes in the gut exert
considerable influence on the metabolic output of the community. In gnotobiotic mice colonized
by Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, adding the methanogenic archaeonMethanobrevibacter smithii pro-
moted the fermentation of dietary polysaccharides, leading to an increase in serum acetate, liver
triglycerides, and fat stores (70).
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Figure 2

Chemical similarity map of metabolites detected in human feces. Nodes represent metabolites; blue lines
represent chemical similarity; orange lines represent KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes)
reactions. Figure adapted from an image created with MetaMapp (http://metamapp.fiehnlab.ucdavis.edu).

3.3. Effect of the Microbiome on Circulating Metabolites

The microbiome impacts numerous aspects of normal human health and disease. One the
most concrete ways that the microbiome influences host health is through the production of
small molecules. Correspondingly, there has been an explosion of interest in understanding the
contribution of gut microbes to the human metabolome. The HMDB lists ∼6,000 metabolites
that have been identified in human feces (71) (Figure 2). Despite this rich data set, understanding
which host metabolites are influenced by the microbiome is complicated by the following key
factors: (a) Anaerobic microbial metabolites and pathways are underrepresented in databases;
(b) microbial metabolites are absent in some individuals, and they vary by several orders of
magnitude in others; (c) microbial metabolites are acted on by host pathways, potentially masking
their origin; and (d) diet- and host-derived components that become substrates for microbes
are poorly characterized. Despite these limitations, several strategies have been employed by
investigators to illuminate the contribution of the gut microbiota to the host metabolome.

Three strategies are primarily used in studies exploring the role of microbes in the host
metabolome: (a) comparison of germ-free rodents with their conventionally housed counterparts,
(b) comparison of animal models pre- and post-exposure to antibiotics, and (c) comparison of hu-
mans with intact colons with those lacking a colon. Studies that provide high-quality support for
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Figure 3

Microbiota-dependent metabolites reported by metabolomics studies. Adapted with permission from Reference 72.

the microbial contribution to specific host metabolites are few and far between, making it difficult
to comprehensively assess how the microbiome contributes to the host metabolome. A recent
study of humans with or without colons identified a large number of new colon-derived solutes
and carefully reviewed the literature to summarize what is currently known about microbiota-
derived metabolites (72). As of March 2019, the number of named metabolites that circulate in
the host and that have been experimentally demonstrated to be influenced by colonic microbes
is approximately 52 (data summarized in Figure 3). This is likely a significant underestimation
since metabolomics techniques do not comprehensively survey the entire suite of chemical
classes. Most notably, microbiota-derived SCFAs and branched-chain fatty acids (BCFAs) are
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not routinely measured by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry–based metabolomics. In
addition, only a small proportion of the total metabolites in a given metabolomics study can be
assigned identities, leading to what some refer to as the “dark matter” of metabolism (73).

In the following sections, we summarize results that implicate the microbiome in the produc-
tion of various classes of compounds that contribute to the metabolome.

3.3.1. Short-chain fatty acids. Although the contribution of SCFAs to the circulating hu-
man metabolome is limited, these molecules represent one of the most important host–microbe
metabolic interactions. Substrates for the growth of human colonic microbiota include endoge-
nous mucins and glycoproteins, proteins, oligopeptides, and dietary polysaccharides that escape
digestion by the host. The major products of microbial fermentation within the human colon
are the SCFAs acetate, propionate, and butyrate. Most measurements suggest a ratio of 60:20:20
(acetate:propionate:butyrate) in the gut (74, 75). Collectively, these compounds accumulate to
more than 100 mM in the lumen of the distal GIT (74), and nearly 95% of the SCFAs produced
are absorbed by the host (76–79). In total, the contribution of SCFAs produced by the microbial
metabolism of dietary and endogenous colonic substrates to the energy requirements of humans
is estimated to be 6–10% (80, 81).

Acetate and propionate are rapidly absorbed in the colon and transported to the liver via the
hepatic portal vein (82). Isotope labeling suggests that acetate is rapidly metabolized and con-
tributes to gluconeogenesis, enters the tricarboxylic acid (or TCA) cycle, and is a substrate for li-
pogenesis (83, 84). Acetate is metabolized in tissues throughout the body. Conversely, propionate
is substantially metabolized in the liver, where it acts as a gluconeogenic substrate. The degree
of propionate conversion by the liver is high, but absolute values are unclear; isotope labeling in
mice suggests that 62% of gut-derived propionate is converted to glucose (83), while data from
human sudden-death victims suggests there is∼30% propionate extraction (69). The distal nature
of acetate and propionate metabolism is also supported by data in living surgical patients in whom
levels of hepatic SCFA consumption were significantly higher for propionate than acetate or bu-
tyrate (85). However, despite the high extraction rate, the absolute contribution of propionate to
glucose requirements in humans is likely small, especially in comparison with ruminant animals,
in which it may account for more than 50% (86–88).

In contrast, butyrate is the preferred substrate for proximal metabolism. Butyrate is prefer-
entially absorbed and undergoes β-oxidation by colonocytes, a process that consumes oxygen and
fuels the colonocyte. Studies in isolated rat intestinal cells show that 70–80% of oxygen utilization
by colonocytes is due to β-oxidation of butyrate, and the cells’ uptake rate for butyrate is higher
than for any other catabolic substrate tested (89–91). The importance of butyrate metabolism to
colonocytes has also been demonstrated: Germ-free mice are chronically deficient in butyrate,
and they show impaired metabolism and increased rates of autophagy that can be rescued with
the addition of butyrate or butyrate-producing microbes (92). At an organismal level, the conse-
quences of reduced butyrate have been studied for more than 40 years (64), but direct evidence of
pathogenesis is limited.

In addition to the stoichiometric contributions of SCFAs to energy capture from the diet,
these molecules also modulate aspects of human metabolism through their activity on G protein–
coupled receptors, inhibition of histone deacetylase activity, and alterations to fatty acid oxidation
and lipolysis (28). Because of the rapid consumption of SCFAs at both proximal and distal sites,
the signaling and effector functions of SCFAs may be more important than their contribution to
energy stores (84).

3.3.2. Branched-chain fatty acids. BCFAs are produced by the degradation of the amino
acids valine, leucine, and isoleucine. The end products of these pathways include isobutyrate,
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2-methylbutyrate, isovalerate, and isocaproate (93, 94). The abundance of these compounds in
feces is lower than that of SCFAs, but their concentrations are still physiologically relevant (e.g.,
in the high micromolar to low millimolar range) (74). Recent studies have revealed that these
compounds act locally on cells in the GIT and influence host physiology. For example, isovaleric
acid is specifically recognized by chemosensory receptors on enterochromaffin cells in the gut,
which, in turn, activate neurons (95). This represents a mechanism by which metabolites pro-
duced within the gut can be sensed by the enteric nervous system and alter processes such as
gastrointestinal motility. The fate of microbial-derived BCFAs in the host remains largely un-
studied. Evidence suggests that BCFAs accumulate in host serum, and in the case of isovaleric
acid, its circulating levels are nearly 40 μM (96). It can be assumed that this value reflects a purely
microbial contribution because the isovaleric acid intermediate in human leucine metabolism is
thought to be sequestered in the mitochondria as isovaleryl-CoA. Human mitochondrial isova-
leric acid is not thought to contribute to circulating pools in healthy individuals; however, patients
with mutations in isovaleryl-CoA dehydrogenase experience significant isovaleric acidemia (96).
Studies have suggested that microbial BCFAs, especially isovaleric acid, are important for choles-
terol synthesis (97), modulate mitochondrial β-oxidation of pyruvate (98), and alter lipogenesis
in adipocytes (99). Branched-chain amino acid metabolism in the host has been implicated in
obesity, metabolic syndrome, and diabetes, and it is intriguing to speculate that BCFAs from the
microbiome could influence human metabolism in currently unknown but potentially important
ways.

3.3.3. Aromatic acids. Metabolomics studies aimed at identifying the contribution of the
microbiome to the host metabolome have consistently identified numerous aromatic compounds
as microbiota dependent (72). Microbiota-dependent aromatic compounds contain indoles, phe-
nols, and phenyl groups (Figure 4). These compounds are subject to extensive host metabolism
(e.g., sulfation, glucuronidation, amino acid conjugation), and in many cases, the original bac-
terial product giving rise to the host metabolite cannot be inferred. Sources for the microbial
production of aromatic metabolites include aromatic amino acids present in nondigested protein,
mucus, intestinal secretions, and shed epithelial cells (83, 85, 92), as well as dietary polyphenols
and plant secondary metabolites derived from fruits, vegetables, coffee, tea, and wine (86–88).

The metabolism of aromatic amino acids gives rise to the uremic toxins indoxyl sulfate,
p-cresol sulfate (pCS), and phenylacetylglutamine, so called because their levels rise as the kidneys
fail (84), and data suggest that they contribute to cardiovascular disease (CVD) in the context of
renal insufficiency (100). pCS is a prototype of this class of molecules, discussed in more detail in
Section 3.4.1. Indolepropionic acid is a tryptophan metabolite produced by a small subset of gut
bacteria, and it has important effects on host gut barrier function. Other tryptophan metabolites,
collectively referred to as indoles, appear to have important roles in modulating tissue repair after
injury and immune homeostasis in the gut (see Section 3.4.4.).

A number of dietary polyphenolic compounds that are modified by the microbiome have
demonstrated antioxidant activity or protection from cancer in cell lines or mouse models (101).
While these studies are potentially of interest to human health, the direct connection of these
molecules to cancer development in humans has not been established (102). Some of the most
abundant urine organic acids found in humans and other mammals (namely, hippuric acid and
3-hydroxyhippuric acid) are thought to be derived from the microbial metabolism of dietary phe-
nolics (103, 104). Recent studies have complicated this picture, however, as colonic microbes ap-
pear to be essential for hippuric acid production in mice and rats, but not in humans (72, 105).
This suggests that for humans, endogenous sources of hippuric acid may be more important than
for rodents. These results also reveal that host-related differences in the metabolism of microbial
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Figure 4

Classes of metabolites produced by gut bacteria. The gut microbiota produce short-chain fatty acids, branched-chain fatty acids,
vitamins, lipids, amines, and aromatics, and modify bile acids and sterols.
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metabolites are important considerations when generalizing data from animal models to human
physiology.

3.3.4. Biogenic amines. Biogenic amines (BAs) found in humans have endogenous, dietary, and
microbial origins, and they mediate a wide variety of biological activities. For example, histamine,
an endogenously produced BA, is a potent vasodilator released by degranulating mast cells acti-
vated by allergens binding immunoglobulin E receptors. Tyramine is a BA found in cheese that
is normally metabolized by monoamine oxidases (MAOs). In patients taking an MAO inhibitor
(MAOi) for depression or Parkinson’s disease, the ingestion of large amounts of tyramine can trig-
ger a life-threatening hypertensive crisis (106). Several gut-resident bacteria can produce tyramine
as a decarboxylation product of tyrosine, and strains producing and consuming tyramine have been
routinely cultured from human feces (107, 108). What effect, if any, the microbial production of
tyramine has on the human body is unknown, but the possibility that tyramine might contribute
to hypertension (possibly in an MAOi treatment background) is a tantalizing open research issue
(109). Spermine, a BA of dietary, endogenous, and bacterial origins, has been implicated in immune
homeostasis and the maintenance of a healthy microbiome (110). Fifty percent of the dominant
Firmicutes in the gut appear to be auxotrophic for spermine and may rely on cocolonization with
spermine-producing bugs (111). Collectively, the microbiota-dependent production of BAs has
been recognized for 60 years (112), but the health consequences are still poorly understood.

3.4. Effect of Microbial Metabolites on Health and Disease

The end products of bacterial fermentation in the large intestine are either excreted through
feces or absorbed by the host (Figure 5). A critical open question for human microbiology is to
understand which molecules are absorbed and how they interact with proximal and distal human
tissues. For absorbed compounds there are broadly two fates: energy metabolism or detoxification
and excretion. Molecules that are absorbed can be directly metabolized (as discussed for the
SCFAs in Section 3.3.1) or they can be detoxified by the host and excreted. Here, we briefly
describe chemical modifications catalyzed by the host (detoxification or biotransformation) and
then introduce examples of well-studied host–microbe metabolic interactions.

Host modifications to xenobiotics (e.g., pharmaceuticals) that enter circulation have tradi-
tionally been called collectively detoxification or biotransformation reactions and divided into
phase I or phase II reactions. These reactions operate on diet- and microbe-derived molecules
in addition to endogenously produced compounds (e.g., steroids). Both phase I and II enzymes
are expressed in tissues across the body, where they fill both biosynthetic and detoxification roles.
The expression of these enzymes is highest in the liver (although certain enzymes and isoforms
are expressed more highly in the intestinal epithelium, kidney, and other tissues), allowing the
body the chance to detoxify ingested metabolites before they reach systemic circulation (so-called
first-pass elimination). The primary events in the detoxification of gut microbial metabolites
can be described as follows. First, metabolites are absorbed at the apical surface of the intestinal
epithelial cells and transported into portal venous circulation. Biotransformation (both phase I
and II) occurs in both intestinal and liver cells. The balance of each phase in each location
is actively debated (113). At the liver sinusoids, hepatocytes actively and passively transport
the metabolites across their basolateral surface. Phase I and II reactions (as well as general
metabolism) occur in the cytosol, endoplasmic reticulum, and mitochondria of the hepatocytes.
Modified compounds are then returned to either (a) the sinusoidal lumen, where they enter
circulation and may be renally cleared, or (b) the canalicular space across the apical membrane,
where they drain into the biliary tree and then into the duodenum. Whether a compound is
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Figure 5

Routes of absorption and elimination of microbial metabolites. Molecules are produced in the intestines and
absorbed into portal circulation. Following metabolism in the liver, compounds are either secreted through
the bile back into the intestine (enterohepatic circulation) or they enter the circulation, where they are
eliminated in urine by the kidney.

cleared in the kidney or the biliary tree is determined in large part by the substrate specificity of
transporters within the polarized hepatocyte (114). Generally, the larger compounds are excreted
in bile and smaller compounds enter the circulation, destined to be cleared by the kidneys (115).

The reactions of phase I are predominately intracellular, concentrated in the cytosol and
endoplasmic reticulum. These reactions attempt to introduce a reactive polar group to the
target molecule (usually a hydroxyl, sulfhydryl, or amine). This can be done through hydrolysis,
oxidation, or reduction; all three transformations are common in human phase I metabolism.
The most well-known phase I enzymes are the cytochrome P450s, a family of monooxygenases
capable of a staggering array of transformations. Additionally, alcohol dehydrogenases, amine
oxidases, carboxyesterases, flavin monooxygenases, and others play critical roles for certain classes
of compounds.

The phase II enzymes conjugate a hydrophilic group to a target molecule with an exposed
functional group (whether preexisting or made available by the activity of a phase I enzyme),
increasing water solubility and aiding renal and biliary transport. Similar to phase I enzymes,
these enzymes are found throughout the body but concentrated in the liver and kidneys, with the
majority of reactions occurring in the cytosol, endoplasmic reticulum, and mitochondria. Two
phase II reactions result in an amino acid conjugate of the target molecule. In the first, target car-
boxylic acids are conjugated to taurine or glycine. In the second, glutathione conjugation results
in the production of a thioether linkage between the target and a cysteine.Glutathione conjugates
undergo further processing, with cleavage of the glutamic acid and glycine, and the N-acetylation
of the remaining cysteine (forming a mercapturic acid) in both the liver and kidneys (116). Three
other phase II reactions conjugate non-amino-acid molecules, including sulfates to alcohols and
some amines (i.e., sulfation), glucuronic acids to nucleophilic atoms (i.e., oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur;
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glucuronidation), and acetyl groups to aromatic amines (i.e., acetylation). Sulfation, glucuronida-
tion, acetylation, and methylation require an activated cofactor. In contrast, amino acid conjuga-
tions require activation of the target molecule by acetyl-CoA or an aminoacyl-tRNA-synthetase.

Against this background of phase I and II metabolism, we present examples of microbially
derived molecules (or chemistries) that interact with host metabolism and physiology.

3.4.1. p-Cresol sulfate. Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is characterized by a progressive re-
duction in the glomerular filtration rate of the kidneys, and it is associated with substantial in-
creases in all-cause mortality (117). There are multiple etiologies of CKD, but emerging evidence
suggests that the progression of CKD may be potentiated by the microbiome through the pro-
duction of protein-derived uremic toxins (118–120). One of the best-studied microbe-derived
uremic toxins is pCS, a host–microbe cometabolite produced from tyrosine by a limited number
of gut bacteria (121, 122). The pathway for p-cresol production begins with the production of
p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid, involving first, a transamination, followed by an oxidative decarboxy-
lation. These first two steps are catalyzed by a fairly large number of gut bacteria (123); however,
the final step involving p-hydroxyphenylacetate decarboxylase is restricted to a small number of
gut bacteria, mainly from two genera, Peptostreptococcus and Clostridium. Once released from mi-
crobes, p-cresol is absorbed by the intestine and sulfated (predominantly) or glucuronidated in the
liver and intestinal mucosa. Serum pCS circulates bound to albumin, and in dialysis-dependent pa-
tients with end-stage renal disease, this protein-bound molecule reaches superphysiological levels
(i.e., 10- to 100-fold elevations) (124). Animal models and cell-based assays indicate that at these
high concentrations, pCS may contribute to cardiovascular and kidney damage (125).

3.4.2. Irinotecan. A second example of microbial cometabolism illustrates enterohepatic cir-
culation and its consequences for the host. Irinotecan is an anticancer agent that is taken as an in-
travenous prodrug. After administration, it is cleaved by a phase I carboxylesterase to produce the
active form of the drug (called SN-38), with some portion being inactivated by glucuronida-
tion (SN-38G). The SN-38G is excreted in bile, and following intestinal transit, bacterial
β-glucuronidases (BGs) cleave the glucuronide and produce active SN-38. In the intestine, mi-
crobially activated SN-38 causes dose-limiting diarrhea in up to 40% of patients. In an attempt
to reduce the GIT toxicity of this drug without using broad spectrum antibiotics, Wallace et al.
(126) designed a BG inhibitor that is active against gut-resident microbes. In amousemodel, coad-
ministration of this BG inhibitor with irinotecan substantially ameliorated treatment-associated
diarrhea. Therefore, the specific inhibition of microbial enzymes may be a valuable strategy to
limit side effects and improve the therapeutic index of certain drugs (127).

3.4.3. Trimethylamine-N-oxide. Trimethylamine (TMA) enters the body either through the
consumption of fish (high in TMA) or by microbiota-dependent conversion of choline and car-
nitine from dietary sources. The pathway for choline conversion involves the enzyme choline
TMA-lyase, encoded by the cutC and cutD genes of anaerobic bacteria (128). The resulting TMA
is rapidly absorbed and converted to trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) by liver flavinmonooxyge-
nases (129); then, it enters the circulation destined for renal excretion. Bacteria-dependent TMA
production in the gut (and its relationship to kidney disease) has been recognized since the 1970s
(130), but there has been renewed focus on TMA recently, with a wealth of studies implicating its
role in CVD.

Epidemiological studies have revealed a strong association between serum TMAO levels and
CVD (131, 132). A comprehensive meta-analysis of studies of TMAO (19,256 participants over all
studies) and major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE) showed a relative risk ratio of MACE of
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1.63 for high serum levels of TMAO compared with low serum levels (133). Due to methodolog-
ical differences in the studies, the classification of elevated TMAO ranged almost 20-fold, but a
sensitivity analysis showed that the general conclusion—high TMAO is correlated with MACE—
was quite robust across all studies. In addition, the serum levels of TMA precursors, including
choline and carnitine, had a relative risk ratio slightly under that of TMA (range, 1.3 to 1.4), even
after adjusting for comorbidities, suggesting either unexplored covariates or a toxicant effect of
TMAO occurring below detection limits. There is debate about the effects of these precursors,
however, as several recent studies that included a large number of participants failed to find risks
associated with precursor abundance in serum (134).

It is still unclear whether TMAO is causal or just an excellent marker for CVD (135). At the
molecular level, TMAO appears to be an important toxicant, but the cellular receptor or target
for TMAO is unknown (134). In mouse models of dyslipidemia, TMAO has demonstrated a
proatherogenic effect, increasing foam cell deposition, inflammation in arterial endothelia, leuko-
cyte adhesion, inflammasome activation, and mitogen-activated protein kinase induction (136,
137). Data from mouse and human studies also show that TMAO is associated with thrombosis
risk and enhances platelet aggregation (138, 139). However, a few important questions remain
unanswered regarding the causality of TMAO in CVD, and these warrant further investigation:
(a)Why do populations who consume large amounts of fish (high in TMA) not have increased risk
for CVD? (b) Since TMAO is renally cleared and its levels rise as the kidneys fail, could elevated
TMAO be a result of decreased kidney function due to renal atherosclerosis rather than a cause
of atherosclerosis? Given how the story of TMAO and CVD has captivated physicians, nutri-
tionists, and microbiologists alike, there is no doubt that future studies will seek to address these
questions.

3.4.4. Indoles. Indolepropionic acid (IPA) is a tryptophan derivative that circulates in the blood
of mammals; its synthesis depends on gut bacteria (140). IPA has potent radical scavenging ac-
tivity (141) and has received considerable attention for its neuroprotective properties. Recently,
a study demonstrated that IPA specifically engages the pregnane X receptor (PXR), leading to
the upregulation of genes that regulate intestinal permeability and to the downregulation of tu-
mor necrosis factor (TNF)-α expression by enterocytes (142). The addition of an IPA-producing
commensal bacterium (C. sporogenes) to antibiotic-treated mice replenished plasma IPA levels and
reduced indomethacin-mediated colitis in a PXR-dependent manner (142). These results indi-
cate that IPA is a commensal-derived small molecule that modulates the mucosal immune system
and represents a potentially important therapeutic target for inflammatory bowel disease. The
biosynthetic machinery for IPA synthesis is encoded by a discrete gene cluster that is required for
reductive metabolism of all three aromatic amino acids (25). In one study, toggling IPA on and off
in gnotobiotic mice enabled modulation of gastrointestinal permeability in the mice and altered
systemic immune cell profiles (25).

Several othermicrobially derived indoles are characterized by their ability to engage the arylhy-
drocarbon receptor (AhR). These molecules include indole, indoxyl sulfate, indoleacetic acid, in-
dolecarboxaldehyde, indoleacetaldehyde, 3-methylindole, and tryptamine. The activation of AhR
by these molecules promotes tissue repair and homeostasis involving interleukin (IL)-22 (143).
Recently, several studies have revealed that in the gut microbiota of patients with inflammatory
bowel disease, the levels of several AhR ligands, including indoleacetic acid, are decreased, and
this decrease correlates with a decreased activation of AhR in these patients (144). Thus, results
indicate that these commensal-derived small molecules modulate the mucosal immune system,
and they represent a potentially important therapeutic target for inflammatory bowel disease that
functions independently of IPA and PXR.
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3.5. Promoting Health Through the Gut Microbiota

Increasingly, functional studies of the microbiome are revealing the specific effects that metabo-
lites have on human health and disease. As knowledge of these molecules expands and biological
mechanisms are elucidated, a new set of therapeutic targets will emerge. We envision that
precision health strategies will entail measuring a person’s metabolome and coupling these
data with species-level analysis of the microbiome. These data will then guide strategies to
harness the relative plasticity of the microbiome to modulate microbial metabolites and promote
health. Already, investigators are developing strategies to control microbial metabolites including
(a) altering substrate availability for microbial metabolism, (b) modulating species composition
through the diet, (c) using the so-called drugging-the-bug approaches, (d) developing designer
probiotics, (e) assembling microbial consortia, and ( f ) performing fecal microbiota transplants.
These strategies exist on a continuum of molecular specificity, ranging from drugging-the-bug
approaches that target perhaps a single enzyme in a single microbe to fecal transplants that replace
a large portion of the metabolic activity of a microbiome. Finding the strategies that work will
depend on knowledge of the metabolism of both microbe and host. This is particularly relevant
for host-modified compounds because those that control metabolite flux in animal models may
not do so in humans due to differing phase I and II metabolism (see Section 3.3.3). There are
a few strategies for which there are compelling data showing that the modulation of microbial
metabolism can be used to treat disease.

In the context of TMAO production (see Section 3.4.3.), two separate groups have reported
that inhibitors of choline TMA-lyase (145–147) show in vitro activity on TMA-producing mi-
crobes, on fecal suspensions, and in animal models of CVD and thrombosis. By reducing micro-
bial TMAO production, these compounds could potentially reduce adverse cardiovascular events
in CVD patients with elevated TMAO levels. An advantage to this drugging-the-bug approach
is that the inhibitors function selectively on the pathway of interest, and unlike broad spectrum
antibiotics, they would leave other microbes in the community intact.

Indoxyl sulfate is a uremic toxin derived from microbial indole, and it accumulates at high
levels in patients with deteriorating renal function. Devlin et al. (148) used the gnotobiotic mouse
model as a proof of concept that indole-producing microbes could be modulated through diet
or through the administration of probiotics. Administering polysaccharides that improve the
fitness of a non-indole-producing bacterial strain brought urinary indoxyl sulfate levels down.
Strategies to modulate indoxyl sulfate levels were also developed in the context of a conventional
mouse microbiota, indicating that it is possible to reprogram indoxyl sulfate levels in a complex
microbiota.

Synthetic biologists are tackling several IEMs by harnessing the gut microbiome. Two recent
papers from Synlogic report animal studies and human safety studies for products designed to
treat phenylketonuria and hyperammonemia (149, 150). Using Escherichia coli as a scaffold, this
group engineered entire pathways (including transporters, regulators, and catalytic enzymes) for
the metabolism of phenylalanine to trans-cinnamic acid (for phenylketonuria) or ammonia to argi-
nine (for hyperammonemia). As a biocontainment strategy, these strains were engineered to be
auxotrophic for thymidine. Oral administration of synthetic bacteria led to dose-dependent de-
creases in target molecules (ammonia or phenylalanine) in mouse models of metabolic disease.
Furthermore, when administered to healthy humans, these probiotics were generally well tol-
erated, with side effects at the highest doses including mild-to-moderate nausea and vomiting.
These studies demonstrate the power of harnessing microbial metabolism in the gut to treat hu-
man metabolic diseases.
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